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FINISHSCORE

The figure shows complex numbers A-G in the cartesian coordi-
nate system. In the table for each of the given complex numbers
choose its complex conjugate. If the complex conjugate is not
shown in the figure, choose X .
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2. 3 + 2i
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Amazing! Incredible!Good job, buddy!That was excellent!You can go celebrate!Perfect, keep it up!You are so close to victory,
don’t give up!
Almost there.

I’m sure you’ll even do better next time.
A little harder and you would kill it. Try it again.You made some mistakes,

but you still deserve praise.
Good work, have a biscuit.To be average, or not to be average?

That is the question.
It is not bad, but it could be better.It’s not bad, but you can do better!Not bad! In some areas you haven’t got enough

knowledge yet.
You can do better! You have to work harder!Pity, you might need to practice more.You made it,

but there’s still room for improvement.
It wasn’t Enigma,

so where is the problem?
You avoided an F, but that doesn’t mean you don’t

have to study more.
Hey, it could be worse, right?For this test - the goose is in the oven!

Try another test.
There was a time

Einstein couldn’t count to 10 either.
Have you ever seen the way a chicken flies?

You solve math problems that way. . .
What a calamity!Mission failed. We’ll get them next time.

Correct answers:




